
Life in Industrial Britain 
Band A 
Read the information about living conditions in British cities in the 1800s.  
 
Using the information you have read, write a speech or interview by someone who lives in 
the slum housing in British cities in the 1800s explaining the conditions they live in and why 
they are making them angry. Make up a character – it can be male or female – from the 
1840s who is getting so angry about the living conditions that they are prepared to protest 
and even riot if necessary. 
 
This is getting out of hand! When will we get treated as equal human beings instead of 
some rats attempting to survive? Our place that we should call home is practically a sewer 
and our friends are getting ill and dying as the days go by. We need help! It is time you step 
up and improve out circumstances before there is none of us left to try.  
  
First of all, our water supply is more or less non-existent. In addition, the water that we do 
end up receiving is extremely limited and crowded with diseases and germs (better to say 
tastes funny as they wouldn’t have understood about germs). Also, every morning I am 
having to travel to the river (which is clouded with soil and waste) and forage for clean spots 
in order to provide water to my three thirsty children. Thirdly, the water pipes running 
through the village are damaged and cracked. This is so catastrophic as they are 
placed alongside the privy pipes so everything coming from there is mixing with our water.  
  
Next, me and my family are being forced to share a privy with 50 other people. This toilet 
hasn’t been cleaned in 6 months and is beginning to overflow. Adding on, the sewers and 
toilets are cramming the air with the awful, disgusting, horrific smell. There is no way to 
escape this! Furthermore, it is impossible not to regret using the privy afterwards as I know 
that my poor children will be suffering and drinking a mixture of everything after this. 
Can you imagine your children and loved ones doing such a thing?  
  
Equally important, I am raising my children in a tiny (10ft by 14ft), narrow, damp house that 
hasn’t even been built properly. Every day it is falling apart more and more and soon we will 
be left with no choice other than to be homeless. Another essential point is that the average 
life expectancy is only 19 years old. If that doesn’t change than my oldest child only has 
around 5 years left to live. This is urgent and needs attention NOW!  Next the local factories 
are releasing smoke which is staining our houses black and polluting the air. Lastly, our 
homes are nasty and we don’t even want to go back there. Excellent specific details.  
  
In conclusion, if drastic changes aren't make soon then me and the other villagers have no 
alternative then to protest and begin a riot immediately. So please take the time to correct 
your mistakes and make the world a better place. Really good link between conditions 
and possible political revolution.  
  
Absolutely superb!  Excellent use of persuasive features to write a really superb letter.  
 


